
Introduction of XGecu T56 Programmer
and

Advantages over TL866II Plus and other similar programmers

1. Supports wider chip range, larger capacity, faster speed

 The software interface is clear, smooth and easy to use. More functions. Easy to 
upgrade software.

 Ultra-high cost performance, suitable for small batch programming below 5000, also 
suitable for developers and professional maintenance personnel.

 Support chip model:
24/25/26/93 serial EEPROM, 27/28/29/36/37/39/49/50 EPROM, Paged EPROM, 
FLASH memory (NOR, NAND, SPI NAND, EMMC, NVRAM, SRAM, CPLD (GAL), etc.

 Support package:
add DIP42/PLCC44/SOP44/QFP44/TSOP48/TSOP56/BGA48/BGA63/BGA64 
/BGA100/BGA153/BGA162/BGA169/BGA221 on the basis of TL866II.

 NAND EMMC supports maximum capacity up to 256G

2. Programmer parameters

 32-bit MCU 200MHZ + Xilinx SP6 FPGA structure, USB2.0 HS 480MHZ transmission
 56 pin full drive IO design. All pins have a maximum operating frequency of 50MHZ 

and high reliability.
 Stable and reliable 8 pins in-circuit programming interface, the wire Lehgth is more 

than 30cm and it can communicate reliably at 25MHZ.
25 series / EMMC in-circuit programming with a maximum clock frequency of 40MHZ-
50MHZ

 VCC voltage 1.2-6.5V 64 levels adjustable
VPP voltage 6.5-25V 64 levels adjustable
IO communication signal voltage continuously adjustable 1.2V-3.6V
VCC 120MA-320MA overcurrent protection continuously adjustable
VPP 120MA overcurrent protection

 Power consumption: 5V <500MA. All chips do not need external power supply.
It can be connected to an external power supply 5V-5.5V 500MA for multipile 
programming.
The external power can be powered by a cell phone charger can be seen everywhere.
The programmer has multiple protections for the external power supply:
overvoltage protection / reverse connection protection / overcurrent protection / low 
voltage prompt.



 Write EMMC Speed: 12MB/s-25MB/s
Reading EMMC speed: 14MB/s-45MB/s is 2-5 times faster than similar programmers.
This is important for large-capacity chips, 64GB EMMC chips, if 10MB/s (the average 
programmer cannot reach 10MB/s) reading takes 6400 seconds, T56 can usually 
reach more than 20MB/s, as long as about 3000 seconds.
Ability to handle extremely high speeds, meaning that programmer hardware has 
greater stability at lower speeds.

 Open self-test function, self-check each VPP/VCC /GND/IO

3. 56 Pins FULL DRIVE

Compared with the general 48-pin universal programmer, the 56-pin full drive has 8 more 
universal IO ports. The advantage of the 56 universal drives is that the all chips below 56 pins
only need one adapter in the same package.

Example: A general TSOP56 adapter, which can program all of TSOP56, TSOP48, TSOP40, 
TSOP32 on the T56 programmer. One TSOP56 adapter is equivalent to the function of five 
adapters of the ordinary 48-pin universal programmer.

4. High-performance with Optimal design of software and hardware

 For high-capacity chips, the T56 programmer meets or exceeds the speed of most 
specialized programmers.

 Stability and reliability of the programmer are the most important. An excellent 
programmer. If the main controller of the programmer can work at a higher speed, its 
stability and speed determined by the highest operating frequency supported by the 



pins. The higher frequency, the better of anti-interference ability. More stronger and 
more reliable.

 The T56 pin tested with the frequency is as high as 70MHZ. The pin operating 
frequency is more than 3 times that of many similar programmers. This is the main 
reason why the T56 can work reliably at a very high speed for large-capacity high-
speed chips.

 On the other hand, it can also be said that the speed of the programmer is also a 
manifestation of the reliability of the programmer.

 T56 almost reaches the limit speed of USB2.0 (HS 480MHZ) transmission when 
reading EMMC large-capacity chip.

5. Support high voltage, the highest voltage reaches 25.0V

 The T56 programmer solves the contradiction between high voltage and high 
frequency pins. It supports high speed and high voltage programming.

 You can directly program many 27C series and MCU series that require high voltage 
VCC (6.5V) and VPP (12V-25V)

6. High-speed programming of a SPI NAND FLASH

SPI NAND Flash has a wide range of applications in mobile devices, set-top boxes, data 
cards, TVs, etc. It is compatible with flash pins of different capacities and uses a smaller 
package (WSON8 is typical)

Functions of SPI NAND:
 Support OTP programming
 Support internal ECC on/off function
 Support UID (unique signature) reading
 Support multiple file operations
 Support NAND parameter custom function, (new chips can be added by custom 

parameters)
 Reserved custom interface to provide free technical support for bad block management

and ECC algorithm. We can customize according to user requirements.
 The programming clock speed is adjustable.
 Support QUAD X4 or SPI X1 mode.
 Support ISP programming in X1 mode (ISP reaches 4M bytes/second).

SPI NAND is generally a chip of 1Gb-4Gb capacity. To read and write full data of 1Gb chip, 
T56 only needs 12s+13s=25 seconds - more than 10 times the speed of some similar 
products (high-speed programming without using a special adapter).



Waiting is very uncomfortable, T56 can greatly reduce your waiting time!
Programming MT29F2G01ABAFD with full data only 27S + 31S

7. High-speed programming of a Parallel NAND FLASH

Functions of Parallel NAND:
 Support OTP programming
 Automatic Indentification supported by ONFI standard
 Support UID (unique signature) reading
 Support multiple file operations
 Support NAND parameter custom function, (new chips can be added by custom 

parameters)
 Reserved custom interface to provide free technical support for bad block management

and ECC algorithm. we can customize according to user requirements.
 The programming clock is adjustable.

Parallel NAND capacity can reach more than 256Gb, and the highest speed of T56 can reach
2-5 times the speed of some similar products.



Waiting is very uncomfortable, T56 can greatly reduce your waiting time!

8. EMMC programming function special introduction

The most functions EMMC programmer, which can perform one-key mass production 
operation on EMMC (also can be programmed with 4 machines in one computer). Load 
project files, load all parameter settings at once, and directly program. Read and write speeds
up to 12MB/s – 45MB/s

EMMC function introduction:
 Analysis function:

(analyze the content of the original chip, and display the following results)
 Display chip manufacturing information
 Visual display of chip usage up to 8 partitions
 Each partition shows whether it is write protected, can be read, can be rewritten or 

deleted
 Shows whether the entire chip is temporarily or permanently write protected
 Show whether the chip is password protected
 Show whether the chip uses a 32-bit security authentication code to write to the 

RPMB.
 Show other important parameters of ECSD/CSD/CID
 You can also read the ECSD / CSD / CID file into this programmer to enter the load 

analysis
 Can also perform some general analysis on ECSD files read by other programs

 Read/write functions:
(all functions can be completed with one-key)



 Read CID / CSD / ECSD.
 Clear full-chip temporary write protection before programming
 Clear temporary write protection groups before programming
 Delete chip before programming
 Blank Check the chip before programming
 Programming 32-bit authentication key
 Perform chip password verification
 Partiton Config
 Read and Programming to BOOT1
 Read and Programming to BOOT2
 Read and Programming to RPMB
 Read and Programming to GP1
 Read and Programming to GP2
 Read and Programming to GP3
 Read and Programming to GP4
 Read and Programming user data (User Area)
 Setting temporary write protection groups
 Setting permanent write protection groups
 Setting password (or reset password)
 Programming ECSD
 Programming CSD
 Automatically verify all the above operations after Programming

 ISP in-circuit programming function
 Ultra-high stability ISP in-circuit programming, wire length can be up to 25cm, 

working frequency 25MHz, reliable work, if the length is within 10cm, it can be 
operated at 40-50MHz.

 ISP can also use 4-bit mode, the operation speed is increased to 4 times.
 EMMC other functions

 The working frequency and working voltage of EMMC can be adjusted manually.
 The user area data can be read and written in multiple files.
 If there is a password when Erase, will do Force Erase.
 Password can use ordinary password or SHA1 encrypted password.
 The value of ECSD / CSD can be loaded from the ECSD_CSD file or manually set 

by the user.
 Ignore data CRC error during read operation.
 Optional automatic verification after reading operation is completed.
 The device information includes high-definition pin map and ISP wiring.
 EMMC has real-time speed display during read and write operations, and the final 

average speed display

EMMC Adapter and ISP connection:



EMMC Adapter BGA153/169

EMMC ISP connection 4 bits or 1 bit



9. High-speed programming of Parallel NOR Flash 28/29 series

 T56 can support up to 2Gb capacity of Parallel NOR Flash 28/29. and use one 
TSOP56 adapter.

 Ordinary 48-pin programmer only support up to 256Mb. and need 4 diffrent adapters.

EXAMPLE: S29GL128P11TFI01

10. Illustration of other adapters used by the programmer

XGecu T56 programmer is a 56-pin full-drive programmer, which is common to all chips in the
same package within 56 pins. Each adapter has a clear prompt in the software, the pin check 
function is located to the pin number of the chip.



TSOP32/TSOP40/TSOP48 for all ICs

TSOP32/TSOP40/TSOP48/TSOP56 for all ICs
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